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OPTI 502 Optical Design and Instrumentation I 

Fall, 2023; Mon/Wed 2:00-3:15 

Matthew Dubin 

 
Objective: This course will provide the student with a fundamental understanding 

of optical system design and instrumentation.  This is the foundation for all of 

geometrical optics. The course begins with the basics of geometrical optics, which 

includes the first-order properties of systems, and paraxial raytracing, continues 

with a discussion of elementary optical systems, and concludes with an 

introduction to optical materials and dispersion. A special emphasis is placed 

upon the practical aspects of the design of optical systems. 

 
Instructor Notes: will be required and will be distributed on line. 

 

Course Web Page: D2L 
 

 
 

Required Text: 
 

Field Guide to Geometrical Optics J. E. Greivenkamp 

081945294-7 

 
Note that this book is available as an e-book through the UA library as well as an 

app for Android (search “SPIE”). 

 
You should be able to download it here (if you’re on a U of A computer): 

https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/ebooks/FG/Field-Guide-to-Geometrical-Optics/eISBN-

9780819478160/10.1117/3.547461  

 

 

If you think there is any chance you will get a job doing optical engineering, I would highly 

recommend: 

Modern Optical Engineering - the Design of Optical Systems; Fourth Edition by 

Warren J. Smith 
 

https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/ebooks/FG/Field-Guide-to-Geometrical-Optics/eISBN-9780819478160/10.1117/3.547461
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/ebooks/FG/Field-Guide-to-Geometrical-Optics/eISBN-9780819478160/10.1117/3.547461
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What We Will Cover 
 

Optical Design and Instrumentation I -- (29 Lectures) 
 

Rays and Waves, Snell’s Law, Mirror and Prism Systems, Gaussian Imagery and 

Cardinal Points, Paraxial Raytracing, Stops and Pupils, Radiometric Transfer, 

Vignetting, Elementary Optical Systems (Objectives, Telescopes, Illumination 

Systems, Projectors, Photographic Systems), Optical Materials, Dispersion, 

Achromatic Doublet. 

 
 

Foundations of Geometric Optics 
 

1. Assumptions of geometrical optics; refractive index; optical path length; rays 

and wavefronts; Fermat's principle; Snell's law; refraction and reflection; critical 

angle; sign conventions. 

 

2. Plane mirrors; systems of plane mirrors; parity and orientation. 

 

3. Non-dispersing prisms and prism types; plane-parallel plate; tunnel diagrams; 

reduced thickness. 

 

4. Imaging with a thin lens; focal length; conjugates; magnification; imaging 

equations. 

 

5. Real and virtual images; negative lenses; thin-lens afocal systems. 

 

6. Imaging and optics; optical spaces; principal planes; paraxial refraction 

equation; power and focal lengths of general systems. 

 

7. Gaussian imagery; magnification; cardinal points and planes; Newtonian and 

Gaussian equations; conjugate planes; afocal systems. 

 

8. Object-image relationships and zones; longitudinal magnification; colinear 

transformation. 

 

9. Transfer between surfaces; two component systems; Gaussian reduction. 

 

10. Single reflecting surface; thick lens; thin lens; systems of two thin lenses. 
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11. Paraxial ray tracing; cardinal points by raytracing; back focal distance; virtual 

objects. 

 

12. Stops and pupils; marginal and chief rays; field of view; Lagrange invariant. 

 

13. Determination of pupil location by Gaussian optics and raytracing; numerical 

aperture; f-number. 

 

14. Vignetting; real ray traces. 

 

15. Radiometric Transfer; A product; camera equation. 

 

Elementary Optical Systems 
 

16. Objectives; collimators; depth of focus and hyperfocal distance; Scheimpflug 

condition. 

 

17. Zoom lenses; simple magnifier; magnifying power. 

 

18. Keplerian telescope; eye relief; field lenses; eyepieces; Galilean telescope; 

mirror systems. 

 

19. Image erection and relay systems; microscopes. 

 

20. Telecentric systems; imaging properties of afocal systems. 

 

21. The stop and its effects on image quality and system performance. 

 
 

Optical Materials and Dispersion 
 

22. Glass properties; dispersion and Abbe number; other optical materials. 

 

23. Dispersing prisms; minimum deviation; index measurement; prism 

spectrometer. 

 

24. Thin prisms; combinations of thin prisms; achromatic prism; direct vision 

prism. 
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25. Longitudinal chromatic aberration; thin lens achromatic doublet; rainbows. 

 
 

Other Optical Systems 
 

 

26. Illumination systems; diffuse illumination; projection condenser system; 

Kohler illumination; critical illumination; slide projector. 

 

27. Light Sources; integrating sphere and bars; practical considerations; dark field 

and Schlieren systems; overhead projector; Fresnel lenses. 

 

28. The Eye 

 

29. Photographic systems; viewfinders and focusing aids; autofocus systems; 

autocollimator; scanners. 
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Grading and Exams:   

Homework 20% 

Midterm Exam – In Class 35% Monday, 10/16 

Final Exam – In Class 45% Friday 12/8   

1:00-3:00 PM 
 

Only a basic scientific calculator may be used for the in-class exams. This 

calculator must not have programming or graphing capabilities. An acceptable 

example is the TI-30 calculator. Each student is responsible for obtaining their 

own calculator. Please note that this type of calculator is also required for the 

Ph.D. Comprehensive/Preliminary Exam in Optical Sciences. 

 

Please note the final exam date that has been assigned by the University – plan 

your holiday travel accordingly as the final exam will not be available prior to this 

date.  

 

Grading: 

 

A: Excellent – has demonstrated a more than acceptable understanding of the 

material; demonstrates mastery of the material 

 

B: Good – has demonstrated an acceptable understanding of the material; adequate 

performance; meets expectations 

 

C: Average – has not demonstrated an acceptable understanding of the material; 

inadequate performance; does not meet expectations 

 

D: Poor – little to no demonstrated understanding of the material; exceptionally 

weak performance 
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Homework: Homework will be assigned regularly throughout the semester, and it 

will usually be due in one week. T h e  homework will be posted to D2L. The 

purpose of the homework is for you to practice the techniques discussed in class or 

to reinforce this material. Completion of the homework is important to fully master 

this material. Collaboration and discussion of the homework is encouraged. 

 

Homework will be turned in to D2L by 2:00 PM on the due date.  Anything 

turned in after that time is considered late. Only electronic submissions are 

allowed. Approval for early or late homework must be obtained in advance from 

the instructor.  I’m happy to work with you as long as you’re not asking for extra 

time at the last minute. 
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Late Homework Policy for On-Campus Students: 
 

- Homework that is turned in after 2:00 PM on the due date is considered late. 

- Late HW that is turned in on the due date will receive a 20% penalty. 

- Late HW that is turned in on the day after the due date will receive a 50% 

penalty. 

- Late HW that is turned in two or more days after the due date will receive no 

credit. 

 

- When issues arise, please contact the instructor as soon as possible so that 

appropriate accommodations can be made. 

 

 
 

Absence: It is expected that students will regularly attend class and be on time for 

class. Late arrivals to class are distracting to both the instructor and the other 

students 

 
 

In Keeping with University policies: 

- All holidays or special events observed by organized religions will be 

honored for those students who show affiliation with that particular religion. 

- Absences pre-approved by the UA Dean of Students (or Dean's designee) 

will be honored. 

Since there is no grade for attendance for this course, these policies would apply 

primarily to scheduled exams. The instructor must be notified at least one week 

prior to any such absence so that appropriate arrangements can be made. 
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Academic Integrity 
 

Students will abide by the University’s Student Code of Academic Integrity: 

 

Principle: 
 

Integrity and ethical behavior are expected of every student in all academic work. This Academic 

Integrity principle stands for honesty in all class work, and ethical conduct in all labs and clinical 

assignments. This principle is furthered by the student Code of Conduct and disciplinary 

procedures established by ABOR Policies 5-308 through 5-404 (see chapter 5), all provisions of 

which apply to all University of Arizona students. This Code of Academic Integrity (hereinafter 

"this Code") is intended to fulfill the requirement imposed by ABOR Policy 5-403.A.4 and 

otherwise to supplement the Student Code of Conduct as permitted by ABOR Policy 5-308.C.1. 

This Code of Academic Integrity shall not apply to the Colleges of Law or Medicine, which have 

their own honor codes and procedures. 

 

Prohibited Conduct: 
 

Students enrolled in academic credit bearing courses are subject to this Code. Conduct prohibited 

by this Code consists of all forms of academic dishonesty, including, but not limited to: 

 

1. Cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty, and plagiarism as set out and 

defined in the Student Code of Conduct, ABOR Policy 5-308-E.10, and F.1 

2. Submitting an item of academic work that has previously been submitted or 

simultaneously submitted without fair citation of the original work or authorization by the 

faculty member supervising the work. 

3. Violating required disciplinary and professional ethics rules contained or referenced in 

the student handbooks (hardcopy or online) of undergraduate or graduate programs, or 

professional colleges. 

4. Violating discipline specific health, safety or ethical requirements to gain any unfair 

advantage in lab(s) or clinical assignments. 

5. Failing to observe rules of academic integrity established by a faculty member for a 

particular course. 

6. Attempting to commit an act prohibited by this Code. Any attempt to commit an act 

prohibited by these rules shall be subject to sanctions to the same extent as completed 

acts. 

7. Assisting or attempting to assist another to violate this Code. 

 

Student Responsibility: 
 

Students engaging in academic dishonesty diminish their education and bring discredit to the 

academic community. Students shall not violate the Code of Academic Integrity and shall avoid 

situations likely to compromise academic integrity. Students shall observe the generally 

applicable provisions of this Code whether or not faculty members establish special rules of 
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academic integrity for particular classes. Students are not excused from complying with this 

Code because of faculty members’ failure to prevent cheating. 

 

Faculty Responsibility: 
 

Faculty members shall foster an expectation of academic integrity and shall notify students of 

their policy for the submission of academic work that has previously been submitted for 

academic advancement, as well as any special rules of academic integrity or discipline specific 

ethics established for a particular class or program (e.g., whether a faculty member permits 

collaboration on coursework; ethical requirements for lab and clinical assignments; etc.), and 

make every reasonable effort to avoid situations conducive to infractions of this Code. 

 

Student Rights: 
 

Students have the right to a fair consideration of the charges, to see the evidence, and to 

confidentiality as allowed by law and fairness to other affected persons. Procedures under this 

Code shall be conducted in a confidential manner, although a student has the right to an advisor 

in all procedures under this Code. The Dean of Students serves as advisors to students on any 

questions of process related to this Code. 

 

 
 

It is expected that students observing violations of this code by other students will 

report these violations to either the Instructor or to the Associate Dean for 

Academic Programs at the College of Optical Sciences. 
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Other Policies: 
 

As a courtesy to the instructor and other students in the class, the use of cell 

phones, pagers, text messaging, personal music devices, etc. is prohibited during 

class. Computers are to be used only for class-related activities, such as note 

taking. 

 
 

Students must abide by all aspects of the University’s Student Policies, Procedures 

and Codes: https://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/policies-and-codes/code-academic- 

integrity Of particular note are the previously mentioned Code of Academic 

Integrity and the Policy Against Threatening Behavior By Students. 

 

Information contained in this course syllabus, other than the grade and absence 

policies, may be subject to change with reasonable advance notice, as deemed 

appropriate by the instructor. 

 

 
 

Disability Resource Center: 
 

Accessibility and Accommodations: At the University of Arizona, we strive to 

make learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you anticipate or experience 

barriers based on disability or pregnancy, please contact the Disability Resource 

Center (520-621-3268, https://drc.arizona.edu) to establish reasonable 

accommodations. 
 

Students who are registered with the Disability Resource Center must contact the 

instructor by Monday, September 25th so that the necessary accommodations can 

be arranged. For this course, exams will be administered here at the College of 

Optical Sciences rather than at the DRC. 
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Instructor: Matthew Dubin 

Wyant College of Optical Sciences, Rm. 520 

University of Arizona 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

(520) 626-3723 

mdubin@optics.arizona.edu 

 

I will have office hours on Tuesday and Thursday from 2:00 to 3:00. I f  t h a t  

d o e s n ’ t  w o r k  f o r  y o u ,  f e e l  f r e e  t o  k nock on my door or email me 

(include your phone number if you are comfortable with that) – we will set 

something up. 

 

 

Course Web Page: D2L 
 

In addition, the site is used for distribution of other course materials, additional 

course notes and corrections, and exam schedules. 

 

 
 

Teaching Assistant and Grader: 
 

Jing Wu jingwu@arizona.edu 

Micaehla May mmay@arizona.edu  

 

Office Hours: TBD time and location 

 

 

 

 

mailto:greiven@arizona.edu
mailto:mmay@arizona.edu
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Special Instructions for Distance Learning Students 
 

Send all correspondence to the address below. 

 

Cindy Robertson 

Wyant College of Optical Sciences 

Meinel Building Rm #419 

University of Arizona 

1630 E University Blvd 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

(520) 626-4719 

(520) 626-4514 FAX 

cindyr@optics.arizona.edu 

 

Feel free to contact the TAs or me with questions.  Please try the TAs first.  With the number of 

students in the class, I’d like to make sure I’m available when students get stuck. The best way 

to contact all of us is via e-mail. Please include your phone number in any emails (if you’re 

comfortable). We will do our best to get you a quick answer.  

 

Homework will be submitted through the D2L site. Instructions for submitting exams will be 

provided by Cindy. 

 

Since there is often a delay between the date a lecture is given and the date you view it, there is 

some flexibility in the due dates for homework and exams. Homework and the 

midterm exam must be received in Tucson within 3 business days of the 

on-campus due date or exam date. Late homework will be subjected to 

the same deductions mentioned above. I understand that you have many 

responsibilities, and it is possible you have a job deadline or travel that interferes with this.  

Please contact me in advance if schedule issues arise. Once we receive your assignments, we 

will grade and return them as soon as possible. 

 

All course materials (including the final exam) must be received in 

Tucson by Noon on Wednesay December 13, 2023. It is the Student’s 

responsibility to see that this requirement is met by their proctor. 

 
I would also appreciate it if you would send me a brief paragraph about your job and educational 

background. I find it interesting to see the diversity of employment of our distance students. 

mailto:cindyr@optics.arizona.edu
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Warren J. Smith 
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